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Objectives

•  Model of Doctor-Patient
•  Game Theory and Protection Against Lawsuits
•  Game Theory and Improving Outcomes
•  Game Theory is Explanatory and Useful
•  Reframing as Game = Less Drama



Game Types

•  Cooperative: Stag Hunt (Assurance Game)
•  Non-Cooperative: Prisoner’s Dilemma, 

Predator-Prey
•  Repeated games can become cooperative
•  Predator-Prey is non-cooperative, for the prey
•  Without a predator, prey pops self-destruct



Non-Cooperative Game: Prisoner’s Dilemma

Player		1 Player	1
Player	2 1,1 0,12
Player	2 12,0 6,6



Non-Cooperative Game: Informational Asymmetry

•  Why do ”drug seekers” and ”Hysterical” patients 
make you mad?

•  Informational asymmetry
•  They know if their pain is real; you don’t  but you 

have to treat like it’s real
•  The market for used cars; prisoner’s dilemma
•  The inventor of the “10” pain scale kills 125 

people a day



Player		1 Player	1
Player	2 2,2 0,1
Player	2 1,0 1,1

Cooperative Game: Stag Hunt



What’s model for Doctor-Patient

•  Stag Hunt for good encounter
o Doctor obligations/sacrifices/benefits
o Patient obligations/sacrifices/benefits

•  If all goes well, both benefit
•  Prisoner’s dilemma if bad encounter
o Explained
o Dominant strategy for each is bad for both

•  If bad outcome, predator-prey, doctor as prey, 
through the tort system



Predator-Prey

•  Patient is predator and first move advantage: can 
make a claim or not make a claim

•  Doctor defaults if breaks stag hunt rules or if 
turned PD: “malingering” “drug-seeker” ”mean” 

•  Pt violations don’t count much in torts (eg drugs)
•  Defensive medicine is the prey’s adaptation to 

expected or potential attack



Why do you need to adapt?

•  Medical malpractice is in tort system
•  Tort system is a bounty system
•  Tort system is unpredictable: 3%; .02%; 17%
•  Bad outcomes will happen
o Billiard balls
o Black swans; asymmetric threats
o High-Risk: OB, Anesthesia
o  True-true; unrelated Eye pain SAH



What’s the problem with Torts?

•  Only 3% injured sue
•  Only 17% who sue have a negligent injury
•  Sensitivity + specificity = 20%
•  Flipping a coin = 50%
•  Society intends to get one thing, gets another
o Random recovery—specific recovery is better
o Expensive
o Random punishment– not process oriented



Defensive Medicine

•  Incidence: 20-44% of all imaging; 44% of US
•  Cost 56 Billion per year
•  How well does it work?
o Missed appy with neg CT
o Missed stroke with neg CT
o Missed stroke with neg MRI
o Missed AAD with admission to hospital



D/A of resource intensive defensive medicine

•  Inflexible
•  Low value
•  One-dimensional
•  On its own not powerful
•  Testing is secondary to the H and P
•  Testing with a lazy H an P may hurt you more
•  I’m not saying don’t test; I’m saying don’t test 

without doing a good H an P first.



Adaptive (dominant) Strategy I

• Pascal’s Wager

• A good H and P and documented reasoning 
is a dominant strategy

Good$Outcome Bad$Outcome
Good$H$and$P Neutral Positive$
Bad$H$and$P Neutral Negative



An adaptive defense strategy, II

•  You have to be defensive (dominant)
•  Use the H an P: creates flexible adaptable data
•  NIHSS vs MRI; Alvarado vs CT
•  Say you miss an aortic dissection
o  Normal CXR or neg Texas Aortic Dissection screen

•  Say you miss nec fasc: 
o  Normal Doppler or well doc exam?

•  Say you miss testicular torsion
o  Normal doppler or normal lie, nl cremasteric, NT?



What do you need to be defensive about?

•  227 Cases
•  Neuro: 43 non-trauma: 75% loss 3M median
•  AAD: 12 50% loss 3M median
•  Appy: 11 (25 abd): median 450K
•  ID: 27 mening.; nec. Fasc.; sepsis
•  Again, be glad you’re in a blue state: 4.5M in a 

blue state with a neg autopsy claimed missed 
cholecystitis



Useful Tools

•  NIHSS, Austin Neuro Bundle: case study
•  SEA: use clinical risk plus sed rate: results in 

Austin
•  Alvarado, PAS
•  TIMI HEART
•  PERC
•  ABCD2- NO
•  Make your chart a living thing. Thorough exam 

and MDM better: embedded info; something to 
talk about, flexible



Case Study Game Table

•  Posterior Stroke: Miss + Docs have turned into 
prisoner’s dilemma: MRI everyone



Case Study Results

•  Posterior strokes
•  Intervention: Texas Neuro Bundle
•  Before
•  After



Summary

•  Make the game cooperative; dominant strategy
•  Good H and P, MDM
•  It’s correct to be defensive; be the right kind
•  Back up with scales and scores every time; you 

can’t predict the future
•  Game Theory is explanatory and useful



Questions?

•  John Bedolla MD FACEP
•  jbedollamd@gmail.com
•  cell 512-903-5755


